Virtual endoscopy of the cerebral ventricles based on 3-D ultrasonography.
Virtual endoscopy enables preoperative surgical planning based on "surgeons' view" information in the individual patient. In neurosurgery, magnetic resonance (MR) images are mainly used for planning of virtual neuroendoscopy (VNE). We studied the feasibility of three-dimensional (3-D) ultrasonography as the imaging modality for VNE in pediatric patients with hydrocephalus. 3-D ultrasonography data sets were obtained through the open anterior fontanelle and analyzed using perspective volume rendering, with delineation of the ventricular system for anatomical details in relation to standard ultrasonography and intraoperative anatomy, during endoscopy in two infants with hydrocephalus. VNE clarified anatomical variants seen on standard ultrasonography images, anticipated ventricular dysmorphia seen during neuroendosopy and enabled a realistic impression of an endoscopic inspection into the ventricular system of the two infants studied. Based on 3-D ultrasonography, VE enables detailed information on ventricular anatomy in pediatric patients for planning of endoscopic interventions.